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Questions
To ask questions during class: 

» Go to slido.com and use code #2938904 or 
direct link or scan QR code

» Anonymous

» I will monitor during class
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https://www.slido.com/
https://app.sli.do/event/uifZz8g94Qqi7LqW9TYqXk


What do we do in the following situations?

1. Theory is nascent in an area

2. If you would like to take a fresh look at a mature topic
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help a new field study make a compelling new
contribution to the literature. As illustrated in
the preceding pages and tables, the nature of
this contribution varies as research travels
along the diagonal, from a suggestive new the-
ory that invites further research to a provisional,
partially supported theory that may introduce
new constructs or integrate previously disparate
bodies of literature to a precise theory that adds
new specificity to the existing theoretical mod-
els in a given body of literature.

This pattern of archetypes cleanly situated
along the diagonal represents a mean tendency
in effective field research, but by no means does
it comprise a rigid rule. First, the oval shape of
the diagonal line is intended to suggest leeway
in research design. For instance, as noted
above, intermediate theory may draw primarily
from qualitative data, with minimal quantita-
tive data in the background, or it may rely
extensively on quantitative data, with supple-
mentary qualitative data to shed light on mech-
anisms. Second, off-diagonal opportunities exist
when—with awareness of the literature on a
particular topic—a study’s focus is reframed
from the broad to the narrow. In his study of
self-managed teams, for example, Barker (1993)
did not ask what makes self-managed teams
effective but, rather, how team members create
and cope with the social pressures of self-
management. Thus, despite the maturity of re-
search on self-managed work teams, Barker
used qualitative data to suggest compelling
new theory with evocative case descriptions of
real work teams. Methodological fit in this ex-
ample was created in an initially off-diagonal
location by framing the study’s focus narrowly

and examining an area where theory no longer
could be categorized as mature.

Perlow’s (1999) ethnographic investigation of
how people use their time at work provides an-
other illustration of this approach. Contemplat-
ing a relatively mature body of research on
work/life balance and time management, Per-
low saw unanswered questions about people’s
day-to-day experience of time constraints. She
set out to understand how—and why—people
really used their time at work, as well as
whether their time usage patterns were effective
for both themselves and their workgroups. Her
qualitative study of seventeen engineers in a
software development group in a Fortune 500
company revealed patterns of work interruption
that greatly limited individual and group pro-
ductivity, increasing the engineers’ work hours.
The second phase of the study included a small
experiment imposing “quiet time” to ameliorate
the counterproductive pattern, improving pro-
ductivity briefly until old habits prevailed after
the researcher’s departure. From these findings,
Perlow (1999) suggested a need for a “sociology
of time” to recognize the interdependence of so-
cial and temporal contexts at work. In sum, she
started with a more mature area of research but
diverged from there to explore a key phenome-
non—interactions among individuals’ time
management—to suggest new theory to inspire
and inform future discussions in this area.

These two examples can be located conceptu-
ally at the intersection of initially mature theory
and qualitative data marked by B in Figure 1. In
contrast, we consider the intersection of nascent
theory and quantitative data, marked by A in
Figure 1, an approach that is more difficult to
justify. For instance, a strategy of collecting ex-
tensive quantitative data to explore for statisti-
cal associations runs the risk of finding signifi-
cance by chance, merely because of the large
number of potential relationships (Rosenthal &
Rosnow, 1975). Moreover, because data collec-
tion in organizational field research is expen-
sive and often moderately intrusive, it should be
collected with care for a deliberate purpose. The
space below the diagonal in Figure 1, therefore,
may present creative opportunities for theoreti-
cal contributions, whereas work in the space
above is not likely to produce compelling field
research.

Finally, sometimes an initial diagnosis of
study type must be revised because of unex-

FIGURE 1
Methodological Fit As a Mean Tendency

1168 OctoberAcademy of Management Review

1

1 Edmondson & McManus, 2007, Methodological fit in management field research
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https://www.jstor.org/stable/pdf/20159361.pdf


We use qualitative research methods.

1. Narrative (Inquiry)

2. Phenomenology

3. Grounded Theory

4. Case Study

5. (Participatory) Action Research

6. Ethnography
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1. Narrative (Inquiry)2

Definition: A qualitative research method involving studying one or two individuals, 
gathering data through collecting their stories, reporting individual experiences, and 
chronologically ordering the meaning of those experiences.

Originates primarily from the humanities, e.g., literature, history, anthropology, 
sociology, sociolinguistics, and education.

Utilizes individual "stories" (told/journaled) and various other resources (documents, 
photos, historical accounts) and presents individual stories in chronological 
representation.

2 Creswell et al., 2007. Qualitative research designs: Selection and implementation
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https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/0011000006287390
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CURRENT PRAC TICE  I N computer interface design 
often takes for granted the user’s sightedness. But a 
blind user employs a combination of other senses in 
accomplishing everyday tasks, such as having text read 
aloud or using fingers along a tactile surface to read 
Braille. As such, designers of assistive technologies 
must pay careful attention to the alternatives to sight 
to engage a blind user in completing tasks. It may be 
difficult for a sighted designer to understand how 
blind people mentally represent their environment or 
how they apply alternative options in accomplishing a 
task. Designers have responded to these challenges by 
developing alternative modes of interaction, including 
audible screen readers,11 external memory aids for 
exploring haptic graphs,20 non-speech sounds for 

navigating hypermedia,16 two-finger 
haptic interfaces for touching virtual 
objects,22 haptic modeling of virtual 
objects,13 and multimodal (auditory, 
haptic, visual) feedback for simple 
computer-based tasks.10 The effective-
ness of these alternative modes of in-
teraction is studied primarily through 
a usability framework, where blind and 
visually impaired users interact with 
specific devices in a controlled labo-
ratory environment. These develop-
ments in assistive technology make a 
point to take advantage of the alterna-
tive modes of interaction available to 
blind users. 

Physical obstacles are not the only 
considerations affecting interaction 
between blind users and everyday ar-
tifacts. As we found in this study, ele-
ments of meaning, such as socializa-
tion, efficiency, flexibility, and control, 
strongly influence the use of both digi-
tal and non-digital artifacts by blind 
users. Taken-for-granted factors, such 
as an individual’s social ties or busy 
schedule, might determine whether 
and how an object is used. Therefore, 
designers may need to pay close atten-
tion to the external factors that influ-
ence an individual’s choice and use of 
technology. Conversely, and equally as 
important, designers must also con-
sider how an individual’s internal val-
ues and desires affect their technology 
preferences. 

The study described here is an in-
depth exploratory and descriptive case 
study24 of a blind individual using vari-
ous technologies in her home. Previ-
ous studies in lab settings compared 
interactions against a set of heuristics 
or with a control group, allowing re-
searchers to isolate events in order to 
understand how users interact with spe-
cific technologies on a narrow range of 
tasks. We took this study out of the lab 
and into the home to get a better sense 
of the nuances of everyday life influ-
encing how a blind user interacts with 
technology. It differs from the usability 
approaches in several ways. First, we 
wanted to look across a range of tech-
nologies for common kinds of task fail-

DOI:10.1145/1536616.1536636

Meaning can be as important as usability  
in the design of technology.

BY KRISTEN SHINOHARA AND JOSH TENENBERG

A Blind 
Person’s 
Interactions 
with 
Technology 

contributed articles
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ure and workarounds, rather than on a 
single technology or task. Second, be-
cause emerging technologies involve 
a choice of what to place in hardware 
and what to place in software, such 
as whether to have physical or virtual 
buttons on a cellphone, we wanted to 
investigate user interaction with both 
digital and physical objects to better 
understand the trade-offs in hardware 
vs. software design choices. Third, the 
investigation was situated within the 
individual’s home rather than in the 
laboratory to better understand arti-
fact use in a naturalistic setting. And 
fourth, our interviews concerned not 
only usability but aesthetics, affect, 
meaning, historical associations of use 
in context, and envisioning of future 
technologies. Overall, we were con-
cerned about what technologies were 
most valued and used, when they were 
used and for what purpose, the difficul-
ties experienced in their use, the work-
arounds employed, and the meanings 

bination of functionality and socially 
situated meaning determines for the 
user the actual usability of a technol-
ogy to accomplish specific tasks. These 
technologies hold meaning that affects 
the ways individuals understand them-
selves in relation to the communities 
to which they belong. 

Background 
Developing the study, we drew on a 
number of literatures, including in as-
sistive technology for people with visu-
al impairments, task breakdowns and 
workarounds, and design ethnography 
in the home: 

Design ethnography. The study de-
sign reflects Clifford Geertz’s view that 
“man is an animal suspended in webs 
of significance he himself has spun.”8 
Significance is constructed not only 
from behavior and discourse, but in 
the materials with which people inter-
act. Many are mundane objects—mea-
suring cups, cellphones, sticky notes. 

and interpretations associated with 
their use. 

Without careful consideration for 
both the limitations in usability and 
the meaning of the interactions af-
fecting blind users, sighted technol-
ogy designers may unwittingly create 
interfaces with the wrong affordances 
or that are dissonant with a user’s per-
sonal preferences, resulting in task 
failure. Already known is that the visu-
ally impaired must make alternative 
accommodations to accomplish the 
same tasks day in and day out. What is 
little known is how much of an influ-
ence an individual’s personal values 
and surroundings have on the choice 
of where, when, and how technology 
is used. Observations in a user’s home 
of interactions with existing technolo-
gies may provide insight into the way 
surroundings and personal prefer-
ences are drawn on to help complete 
daily tasks. 

As we suggest in the study, the com-

BrailleNote from HumanWare; http://www.humanware.com/en-usa/home.
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3 Shinohara & Tenenberg, 2009, A blind person's interactions with technology
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2. Phenomenology
Definition: The study of the shared lived experiences of individuals that focuses on a 
particular phenomenon (e.g., anger) to capture the essence of these experiences.

Philosophical roots in Husserl, Heidegger, Sartre, Merleau-Ponty.2

Utilizes interview data, systematic reductive analyses, and generating textual 
statements of the essence of the experience.

2 Creswell et al., 2007. Qualitative research designs: Selection and implementation
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3. Grounded Theory
Definition: A qualitative research design in which the inquirer generates a general 
explanation (a theory) of a process, action, or interaction shaped by the views of a large 
number of participants.2

Primarily utilizes interview data and, through a systematic, analytical process, 
constructs a theoretical model of phenomena.

Two forms: classsical4 and constructivist5 — "found" vs. "constructed" stories.6

6 O'Conner et al., 2018. An Exploration of Key Issues in the Debate Between Classic and Constructivist Grounded Theory

5 Charmaz & Belgrave, 2007, Grounded theory

4 Strauss & Corbin, 1990, Basics of qualitative research

2 Creswell et al., 2007. Qualitative research designs: Selection and implementation
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4. Case Study
Definition: A case study is an approach in which (a) one case (single case study) or a 
small number of cases (comparative case study) in their real life context are selected, 
and (b) scores obtained from these cases are analysed in a qualitative manner.7

Forms of case studies: exploratory, descriptive, explanatory.8

Utilizes documents, archival records, interviews, direct observations, participant 
observations, and physical artifacts.

8 Yin, 2003, Case study research; designs and method

7 Dul & Hak, 2007, Case study methodology in business research
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5. (Participatory) Action Research
Definition: A qualitative research inquiry in which the researcher and the participants 
collaborate at all levels in the research process (participation) to help find a suitable 
solution for a social problem that significantly affects an underserved community 
(action).2

Involves participatory and collaborative reflection of people's relationships with other 
people or social structures.

2 Creswell et al., 2007. Qualitative research designs: Selection and implementation
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6. Ethnography
Definition: Ethnographic research projects use deep immersion and participation in a 
specific research context to develop an understanding that would not be achievable 
with other, more limited research approaches.9

Roots in anthropology and sociology, adopted by fields such as HCI.

Utilizes observation and interview data and systematic analyses to construct new 
understanding and theory.

9 Lazar et al. (2017). Chapter 9: Ethnography. Morgan Kaufmann.
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How do we conduct an ethnography?
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Where do we start? 

1. Identify a domain where theory is nascent and where new theory can have great 
impact

2. Developing a general research question and focus that can be updated

3. Find a setting to study the phenomena of interest from this domain

4. Conduct fieldwork where we ask the question: What is going on here?
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What is a setting?

Definition: A site where the phenomena of interest can be observed.

What is fieldwork?

Definition: An organic process where data collection and analysis develop symbiotically 
and becomes increasingly more focused over time.

» Obtaining access to the site, informed consent

» Identifying stakeholders, choosing a role

» Discovering groups, situations for comparison

» Writing up detailed fieldnotes
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246 CHAPTER 9 Ethnography

investigate process documents, e-mail exchanges over the course of one or more 
projects, papers, and presentations generated during the course of the work in order 
to understand how that group works. These archival data sources have the advantage 
of being relatively static and impersonal—you can take your time reading old e-mails 
and you don't risk asking an inappropriate question. At the same time, these materials 
may be incomplete, biased, or error-prone (Angrosino, 2007).

Having collected data from interviews, observations, and archives, your next 
step is to analyze it. Data analysis generally combines qualitative and quantitative 
analysis techniques. This chapter focuses on collecting data using ethnographic 
methods, but Chapter 11 helps you take your various observations and group them 
into categories and frameworks that help you understand and explain the situation. 
Quantitative techniques help you ask questions about the frequency or prevalence 
of certain  behaviors. These analyses are very useful for moving your understanding 
from the general (“this happened frequently”) to the specific (“this happened in 79% 
of cases”).

Analysis in ethnographic research is often a precursor to further data collection. 
As you examine your data points to identify patterns, you may find other questions 
arising. In some cases, you may be uncertain about the interpretation of an event or 
a comment—you may wish to ask someone for clarification or simply for confirma-
tion that your interpretation is correct. Other data points may open up entirely new 
lines of questioning. Observations from a community event, such as a meeting or 
public gathering, may lead to multiple questions that you might ask at a subsequent 
 interview—whether formal or informal—with someone who was present (Agar, 
1980). This iterative process can continue for multiple rounds (Figure 9.2), until you 
run out of resources (time and money) or have learned all that you're going to learn.

Although many ethnographers strive to develop models and theories that place 
their observations in some sort of theoretical model or framework, this approach is 
not universally shared. Some researchers reject theories and models, claiming that 
ethnographers should simply describe what they see, without building models that 
may reflect researcher or procedural biases as much as (if not more than) they reflect 

New questionsAnalysis

Data collection

Convergence on
validated model 

Revised models
and theories

FIGURE 9.2

The iterative process of ethnographic research.

9

9 Lazar et al. (2017). Chapter 9: Ethnography. Morgan Kaufmann.
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How do we collect data?

1. Fly-on-the-wall observations

2. Participant observation

3. Interviews
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Fly-on-the-wall Observation
Definition: Observing social interactions in the setting without influencing the 
context in order to gain familiarity with the physical and social context of the study.

Produces fieldnotes of observations that can be captured in written, audio, or video 
form.
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10 Image sources: Left, Right
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https://whytek5.wordpress.com/2015/03/07/1-translating-ethnographic-fieldnotes/
https://www.press.uchicago.edu/ucp/books/book/chicago/W/bo12182616.html


Participant Observation
Definition: Gaining an in-depth understanding of how the stakeholders in the setting 
interact with each other by participating in the activities that take place at the setting.

Produces fieldnotes of observations and personal reflections that can be captured in 
written, audio, or video form.
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Interviews
Definition: Interviewing individuals to understand their perspectives, to understand 
how people see their world, and to validate findings from observations.

Open-ended, in-depth interviews with follow-up from observations and further 
probing.

Involves studying spoken language, body language, and coded speech.

Produces transcripts captured in written, audio, or video form.
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What kind of data should I collect?

» Fieldnotes should capture everything observed and heard, researcher 
interpretations, including what one could not observe or understand.

» Audio/video recording is acceptable within limits. Transcription and reflection 
should happen immediately before interpretations are lost. Audio is recommended 
over video.

» Retrospective capture of field notes and interpretations should take place 
immediately.

» Photos can provide useful visual context to observations and interpretations.
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Can I conduct an ethnography on the Internet?

Yes, the same methods can be used to study online behavior in social media, forums, 
gaming platforms, etc.

Studying behavior online brings up complex ethical questions.

Experimenter effect can be particularly strong.
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What are some examples?
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Some Well-known Ethnographies11

» Van Maanen, 1991, The smile factory

» Barley, 1986, Technology as an occasion for structuring

» Suchman, 1987, Plans and situated action

» Grudin, 1988, Why CSCW applications fail

» Bechky, 2006, Gaffers, gofers, and grips

11 Compiled by Professor Sara Kiesler
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http://mba.teipir.gr/files/Organizational%20Behavior%2012%20Cohort/smile_factory.pdf
http://mba.teipir.gr/files/Organizational%20Behavior%2012%20Cohort/smile_factory.pdf
https://www.jstor.org/stable/pdf/2392767.pdf
https://www.jstor.org/stable/pdf/2392767.pdf
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/532a/52efca3bdb576d993c0dc53f075f172c1b07.pdf
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/532a/52efca3bdb576d993c0dc53f075f172c1b07.pdf
https://dl.acm.org/doi/pdf/10.1145/62266.62273?casa_token=M2dZMN9nEA8AAAAA:NtcASim1TkCHsKe3kAU0w6LmHrJqA0GEyujypDhVaMtFpjiZT7Pmzm4FbVBI9peH8sElVr8kKWSv
https://dl.acm.org/doi/pdf/10.1145/62266.62273?casa_token=M2dZMN9nEA8AAAAA:NtcASim1TkCHsKe3kAU0w6LmHrJqA0GEyujypDhVaMtFpjiZT7Pmzm4FbVBI9peH8sElVr8kKWSv
https://cor.web.uci.edu/files/2013/02/bechkypaper.pdf
https://cor.web.uci.edu/files/2013/02/bechkypaper.pdf


Hands-on Activity
Work in pairs to perform one of the following options using the activity handout:

1. Design an ethnographic study

2. Conduct a mini ethnography

3. Conduct a mini-ethnography online

Q&A — 5 min | Activity — 30 min | Reporting — 10 min 
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ge4Ro1q9Dw2rRqDQ0wfxovDTg3Vm3AHu/edit

